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DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY ASSURED CALIBRATION METHOD FOR THE PSI
RADON CHAMBER REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE

Ch. Schuler, G. Butterweck-Dempewolf and G. Vezzu

Radon detectors and measuring instruments are calibrated at the PSI Reference Laboratory for Radon
Gas Concentration Measurements by exposing them to a calibrated radon reference atmosphere in the
PSI radon chamber. A sophisticated and quality assured calibration technique was developed which guar-
antees the traceability of this radon chamber reference atmosphere to standards of internationally
acknowledged primary laboratories.

INTRODUCTION

The traceability of active and passive radon gas
measuring devices used in Switzerland to interna-
tional standards is assured with intercomparison
measurements in the PSI radon chamber on an an-
nual basis. Radon detectors and measuring instru-
ments are exposed to a radon gas reference atmos-
phere. This radon atmosphere itself has to be trace-
able to standards available from internationally ac-
knowledged primary laboratories such as the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaith-
ersburg, Maryland (U.S.A.) or the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, Middlesex (UK).

The duration of a calibration exposure of integrating
radon detectors in the PSI radon chamber is one
week. During this time the radon gas concentration
will drop to 30% of the initial concentration due to its
radioactive decay. On the other hand it is necessary
to keep the concentration in the chamber at a con-
stant level, as integrating detectors are sensitive to
concentration gradients. Therefore, the radon gas
concentration in the chamber is kept constant with a
feedback system [1]. Periodical measurements with a
calibrated instrument, a measuring instrument transfer
standard, serve to determine the radon chamber gas
concentration.

THE TRACEABILITY OF THE PSI RADON CHAM-
BER REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE

Use of internal standards in an unbroken chain of
calibrations ensure the traceability of the radon cham-
ber reference atmosphere (Fig. 1).

Starting point is a secondary standard from NIST or
NPL with a certified radon gas activity delivered in a
glass ampoule. This reference activity is transfered
into a calibrated reference volume so that the measur-
ing instrument transfer standard can be calibrated in
respect to a radon gas activity concentration. Thus,
the transfer standard can periodically be related to the
primary laboratories NIST or NPL. The radon gas
concentration in the PSI radon chamber is then cali-
brated by measurements with this calibrated transfer
standard.
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Fig. 1: The traceability between the radon gas sec-
ondary standard and the reference atmos-
phere.

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR THE TRANSFER
STANDARD CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

A reliable quality assurance is only possible with a
rigorous redundant design of the calibration proce-
dure. Beside the NIST/NPL radon gas secondary
standard serving for the relation of the PSI calibration
system to NIST or NPL (Fig. 2), two other equivalent
NIST secondary standards are in use by the PSI Ref-
erence Laboratory for Radon Gas Concentration
Measurements: A radium standard solution which
allows to generate a known activity of radon gas, and
a radon emanation standard consisting of a radium
solution with certified activity enclosed in a radon gas
permeable tube. Use of the latter standard in an ac-
cumulation vessel generates a precisely known certi-
fied activity of radon gas. Transferred into the cali-
brated reference volume, the radon gas activity of
either of the three standards can be equally used for
the calibration of the measuring instrument transfer
standard.

Three control levels assure the quality of each of
these calibration procedures and are indicated in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Calibration and quality assurance of the measuring instrument transfer standard.

Quality assurance control level 3

In the lowest level 3, the scintillation counter as part of
the transfer standard is controlled by measurements
with a control device of the same geometry as a scin-
tillation cell and containing a certified amount of ra-
dium (Fig. 2). The ratio of counts per unit time and
certified activity of the control device should not
change outside the uncertainty limits given in the
control device certificate. Any malfunction of the pho-
tomultiplier tube of the counter is indicated by a too
high or too low ratio. Measurements with this control
device are performed before each scintillation cell
measurement series.

Quality assurance control level 2

In the intermediate control level 2, the integral transfer
standard is tested by means of participation at the
"EML Radon Gas Intercomparison Exercise" organ-
ized on an annual basis by the Environmental Mea-
surements Laboratory, New York (U.S.A.) (Fig. 2).
Four scintillation cells are sent to EML, filled in the
EML radon chamber with radon gas, returned as blind
samples to PSI and measured with the transfer stan-
dard. The measurement results are reported to EML.
The PSI deviation from the EML reference value
should then be in the order of the deviations obtained
by participation in earlier EML intercomparisons. A
deviation inside these limits denotes a proper function
and a valid calibration of the measuring instrument
transfer standard.

Quality assurance control level 1

The validation of calibrations made with a NIST or
NPL radon gas standard by means of calibrations with
one of the other NIST calibration standards is as-
signed the highest control level (Fig. 2). The calibra-
tion factors obtained with a NIST or NPL radon gas
standard are controlled by a second calibration with
either the NIST radium standard solution or the NIST
radon emanation standard. The calibration factors

obtained should not show a deviation exceeding the
95% confidence level of the uncertainty.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE TRANSFER STAN-
DARD CALIBRATION FACTORS

The quality assurance control level 1, however, is only
applicable if the reproducibility of the calibration fac-
tors obtained with the three different calibration stan-
dards has been proven. This reproducibility has ex-
tensively been tested [2]. The result of these calibra-
tions using a total of six scintillation cells showed that
the factors are indeed reproducible within the 95%
confidence level of the uncertainty if a) the calibration
is repeated with the same secondary standard, and if
b) the calibration factors obtained with the three dif-
ferent secondary standards are compared. Thus, the
redundancy necessary for a high-level quality assu-
rance system has been confirmed.

OUTLOOK

A documentation of the described technique for the
calibration of the measuring instrument transfer stan-
dard has been integrated into the Quality Manage-
ment System of the Radiation Hygiene Division of
PSI. The method has been accepted by the Federal
Office for Metrology to fulfill the strong requirements
for an accrediation by the Swiss Calibration Service.
The PSI Reference Laboratory for Radon Gas Con-
centration Measurements will be included into the PSI
Calibration Laboratory for Radiation Protection In-
struments and the approval of this facility will be ex-
tended to calibrations of radon gas measuring sys-
tems.
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